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TRANSECTS 

The Transects pride is a very big pride that normally hangs around the Seronera River near Borner’s 
Loop. There are six adult females who gave birth to 18 cubs in late 2010 and early 2011. The cubs 
were raised around the kopjes only about 200 meters from the Lion Research House and we could 
hear the pride roaring outside our house most of the nights. Now the cubs are about a year and a 
half old and still 17 of them survive. This is remarkable, especially since five of the females are first 
time mothers. What also is remarkable is that 13 of these are males. Once they reach independence 
and adulthood they might stay together for a while forming a coalition in the search for a new 
territory to dominate. If they stay together, being a coalition of 13 males they could pretty much 
chose any territory they want and they’d be the terror of any other male coalitions. But since they 
have to share females they are not likely to stay together for very long. They will most surely break 
up into smaller coalitions and find different territories where each individual will be more likely to 
get to mate. 

 

Lotta På Bråkmakargatan has a big chunk of her right ear taken away. 

The oldest female in the pride is called Zico and she’s born in august 1998. At almost 14 years she’s 
starting to reach a respectable age for a lion. But she’s still looking strong and healthy. Being the 
grandmother in the pride she’s recognized by having a completely black nose. She actually got caught 
in a poacher’s snare once but the scar from it has faded away. Zico used to wear the collar, but last 
year the battery was about to run out. We called the vets and they came to help immobilizing her 
and her daughter TR141 so that we could put the new collar on her. The vet, Dr Richard Hoare, 
darted both lions in a wooded area. We were worried they might spread out and while we kept eyes 
on one of them the other might disappear somewhere else. Instead, the two lions decided to rest 
just next to each other separated only by two meters or so, making the whole operation very easy. 
The only problem was that a big bull elephant was headed in our direction. I got into the car and 
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faced it, forcing the elephant to change direction. After taking the old collar off Zico, a new one was 
fitted on TR141. They both woke up fine and TR141 didn’t even seem to notice her new decoration. 

Tarragon and Madicken are two females who don’t have any characters that make them easy do 
distinguish from each other. Preferably you’d have to get very close to them to see the whisker 
spots. But Tarragon does have a bigger ear notch in her left ear than Madicken. Tarragon is almost 
seven years old and Madicken just over six. 

Easier to recognize is TR141 who is currently the lion with a collar in this pride. But even without the 
collar she can easily be recognized by her right ear which is hanging down a bit. She is born in May 
2006 and her mother is Zico. 

Maybe the strongest looking lion in this pride is Pippi Långstrump (Pippi Longstocking in Swedish). 
She has a slightly redder tone to her fur than the other lions. But the easiest way to recognize her is 
by the fact that her tail tuft is missing. She was born in October 2006 and seems to be one of the 
more successful hunters in the pride. One day I saw her eating an entire gazelle by herself. Her belly 
was round like she’d swallowed a basketball. Right after she’d finished her meal she got up and 
caught another gazelle. 

The sixth female in this pride is Lotta På Bråkmakargatan, another name from Astrid Lindgren’s books 
like Pippi Långstrump and Madicken. Lotta is recognized by having a very big ear notch in her right 
ear. She’s born the same time as Pippi and they are probably sisters. 

The resident male coalition in this pride and the fathers of the cubs are called The Lohay Trio. Their 
names are Baha, Tarmo and Uo but are rarely seen with the pride these days. The female probably 
have too many mouths to feed anyway with 17 yearlings. 

MAASAI KOPJES 

The Maasai Kopjes pride is, as their name suggests, based around the beautiful rock formations 
called exactly that: Maasai Kopjes. They often venture down to the Seronera River and also out on 
the long grass plains. This pride consists of nine adult females and has many old ones. While the 
Transect pride is a very coherent pride where you almost always find them all together the Maasai 
Kopjes are less so. Driving towards the radio signal you never know what group composition you will 
find. Sometimes you’ll only find the collared female, more often you’ll see just under a handful of 
them and rarely will you encounter all of them together. 

Madeline and Jezebelle are sisters and the two oldest females in the pride. Born in March 1996 they 
are truly old females. Few lions live longer than that. Just about four months younger than that is 
Kennedy and anther two months younger is Cordelle. With Mutant born early 1997 these five 
females make a group of really old females, unparalleled by any other pride in our study area. These 
females are not that easy to identify without getting very close and looking at whisker spots. 
Jezebelle though, has some mangy dark spots in her face and Mutant is a rather small female that’s 
lacking her tail tuft. But despite her small size and old age she was once seen beating up a big male in 
fury for putting his claws on her back. 
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Jezebelle with a mangy spot showing on her muzzle. She has 
another one on the other side of the nose. 

The collared female, Mato Keo, at ten years has a decent age for a lion but must be seen as a 
youngster compared to the five females above. 

Then there are three younger females, Blixten, MK129 and Laura. Blixten is born in May 2007 and the 
other two lions in the middle of 2008. Laura has a couple of conspicuous ear notches low down on 
her right ear which makes her easy to identify. 

This pride hasn’t been very successful in raising cubs in the last few years. There have been the odd 
cubs born occasionally but they have all been lost. This is probably because there are so many old 
females in the pride. Lions are one of the few species except for humans that have a menopause. 
Before they reach that state though, litter sizes are normally very small, usually just one cub born. 
Maybe this pride will start growing again once the younger females start breeding and that should be 
anytime now. 

The male coalition with this pride is called The Killers. It consists of four by other lions much feared 
brothers and cousins, Viking, Dogger, Forties and Malin, all born in mid 2004 and still in their prime. 

CUB VALLEY 

This pride is descending from the Maasai Kopjes pride. They split off from that pride in the second 
half of the 90’s. Despite their name, this pride nowadays rarely actually venture into the Cub Valley. 
Their strongholds are the Sametu Kopjes and Kibumbu Kopjes and are often seen resting on those 
rocks. There is also a marsh there that normally holds some water all year round. 

This is a biggish pride and if you manage to see all of them including the resident males there are 19 
of them plus a currently unknown number of newly born cubs. But in reality you never do see them 
all at once. Two females seem to be mostly solitary by now and the sub-adult lions seem to be 
staying away more and more. 
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Oldest in this pride is Valkyrie with a long face and very distinct ear notches and Valhalla who is 
missing her lower right canine. They have just turned thirteen and are possibly sisters. 

 

Valkyrie showing her long face and ear notches. Note the black  
nose indicating old age. 

Vallmo, Valborg and Vanilla are three sisters or cousins and about eleven years old. Vanilla is the 
collared female in this pride. She has just given birth though we still haven’t seen her cubs. Only the 
lactation stains around her teats is telling us about their existence. When they are old enough, about 
six to eight weeks, she will bring them out of their hide and introduce them to the rest of the pride. 
This is also when we are more likely to get a glimpse of them. 

Another female that just gave birth is Dawn. She is one of the females who seems to live a solitary 
life and is rarely seen with the rest of the pride. Dawn gave birth to four little cubs in the middle of 
January that we’ve only seen once so far. Dawn herself is born in August 2006. The same age as 
Dawn and possibly her sister is Twilight. She also seems to live a solitary life and is actually rarely 
seen at all. 

Then there are five younger lions from 2008 and 2009 that still are seen with the pride occasionally. 
It will be interesting to see in the future whether they will stay in the pride with their mothers or 
walk off and start their own pride. More sure is that their two brothers will walk off and start a life as 
nomads in search for a new territory and eventually some other prides that they can mate with. 
Actually they should walk away any day now if they haven’t already. This is because the Cub Valley 
pride has a new male coalition now thatdid not father these cubs. So there will be no tolerance for 
young males in the pride. 

This pride shares males, The Killers, with the Maasai Kopjes pride. The Killers is a successful coalition 
that at one time had five different prides in their territory. Now they seem to have lost a small pride 
on the plains to a new male. But four prides is still an impressive number of prides to be residents 
for. 
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SIMBA EAST 

More likely to be found in Cub Valley is actually the Simba East pride. When migration is not around 
and prey is very scarce at the beautiful Gol Kopjes this pride normally hangs around in the valley 
where there is also normally a year round water supply. 

Simba East is a pride with six adult females. But since they are having cubs in very different age 
classes they’ve divided into two groups and spend most of their time away from each other, the 
three older females with their six bigger cubs and the three young females with seven smaller cubs. 

Sophie, at almost 15 years, looks her age and is easily recognized by a blue and blind right eye. In 
October 2010 she gave birth to a male and a female cub, Sidney and Nymeria. Both are still alive 
today. 

Sasha is ten years old and is possibly the daughter of Sophie. Last year her left eye turned blue and 
blind, this supports our belief that Sophie actually is her mother. Both of their bad eyes turned 
cloudy blue at the age of nine. Sasha has one female cub that is just over a year and a half. 

Ten years old and still with two perfectly working eyes is Splash. She is possibly Sasha’s sister and 
thus also possibly the daughter of Sophie. Three of her offspring is still surviving and at the age of 
two they are getting almost fully grown. They are all females. 

The three females above and their offspring stick together but are not seen regularly by us as none of 
them have a collar. The collared female in this pride is Skvimp. She stays together with Sarah and 
Sonia and their offspring. Skvimp was born in June 2006 by Splash. Her two cubs, a boy and a girl, are 
at the time of writing one year old. 

 

Skvimp is the collared female in Simba East. 
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Sarah and Sonia are two sisters born in February 2007 to Sasha. While Sarah’s two male cubs are 
almost the same age as Skvimp’s, Sonia gave birth to three little boys in the end of November 2011. 
So she still has very obvious lactation stains around her teats. It is fun to see these cubs playing 
together and to see how gentle the bigger cubs are while playing with the small ones. 

The fathers of these cubs are two eight-year-old males called C-Boy and Hildur.   Despite his name, C-
Boy is one of the most impressive males in our study area with a big dark mane. Hildur on the other 
hand is blonder and not as courageous as C-Boy. In fact, these two males once inhabited another 
territory further north. But when The Killers moved in a violent fight broke out and C-Boy while tried 
to defend the territory Hildur ran away. Being alone against three of The Killers, C-Boy was indeed 
almost killed but survived and recovered. 

NAABI 

Living around Naabi Hill, the Naabi pride is facing difficult conditions for most of the year. It’s a dry 
area and the hill is a wooded island in the vast grass plains. For most of the year prey abundance is 
very low and rearing cubs in these conditions is very difficult. But when the wildebeest and zebra 
migration comes around in hundreds of thousands life is a daily feast for these lions. Typically for a 
pride surviving on the plains, this is a small pride with only two adult females. But right now the pride 
still has quite a few lions as the two resident males are normally around and they have three cubs 
together. 

Layla is the old and experience female in this pride, being fourteen years old she still looks strong and 
healthy. Actually, lions living in these harsh conditions on the plains seem to live longer. The oldest 
female ever recorded used to live around Naabi Hill and was almost twenty years old before she 
died. In August 2011 Layla gave birth to three girls, two of them are still alive today. Laila lost her tail 
tuft last year to hyenas and can thus be easily distinguished from Carmarthen. 

Carmarthen is the collared female in this pride. One year ago she gave birth to three cubs but only 
one female cub is still surviving. Carmarthen is eight years old. 

As for the male coalition in this pride it’s an unusual one. Porky is the oldest male in our study area. 
Being a male over thirteen years old he is really living on overtime. Males live a rougher life and the 
oldest confirmed record we have of a male is fourteen years. Porky is a good candidate to beat that 
record. He does look his age with lots of scars in his loosely skinned face and a huge cut in his nose. 
His canine teeth are still in very good condition though his lower incisors are completely missing. He 
was recently seen carrying a half eaten zebra across the plains under the hot sun. He did have to stop 
a lot to rest but this is still an impressive effort for an old grandpa. He carried it all the way to the rest 
of the pride who were lying next to a waterhole. But this was probably not as altruistic as I first might 
sound. The others had already eaten and the reason he did it is more likely to be that he didn’t want 
to give it up to the hyenas but still wanted to go to the waterhole. So he brought it. 

The unusual part of this male coalition is Narnia, he is a much younger male at six years. It does 
happen that males that are strangers to each other team up. But the teaming up in this case was 
unfortunate for Narnia as Porky led him back to his natal pride. Narnia is the son of Layla. So if he 
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bread with any of the females in this pride that would lead to inbreeding. The females in the pride 
seem to know this and are often grumpy with him. 

 

Porky. 

MUKOMA HILL 

The Mukoma Hill pride used to be a very strong pride producing a surplus of lions and branching off 
into other prides like Mukoma Gypsies and Mukoma Mischief who in turn gave rise to a pride called 
Tower Hill. But in early 2010 they did a risky thing that our lions here in Seronera sometimes do. They 
left their territory to follow the migration of wildebeest outside of the Serengeti National Park into 
the Ngorongoro Conservation Area. There they run the risk of encountering Maasai and indeed two 
of them did. Vultures were soaring and as Ingela who was working here at the time approached she 
expected to find the carcass of a wildebeest. Instead she found two of the Mukoma Hill lions killed 
and skinned with ears, claws and tail missing. One of them was the collared female. Not far away, 
Ingela spotted a group of Maasai running away with their trophies, headed for the Lemuta Hill. Ingela 
called and waited for park rangers to arrive. The Maasai had already run up the hill and hidden 
among the trees. But they had kept the still beeping collar as a trophy too, so finding them was no 
problem. 

After that the rest of the Mukoma Hill pride disappeared and it wasn’t until November 2011 that 
they were rediscovered and could be fitted with a new collar. Their core area now seems to be 
around the northern end of Oldonyo Rongai. Now the pride only consists of two adult females and 
their four young cubs. I believe that many of the other members of the pride that also disappeared 
after the killings still are alive out there somewhere. In fact we have had the occasional sighting of 
two of them. One young male actually visited the Naabi pride for a short while. 
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Melody is now the oldest female in Mukoma Hill and is going to turn ten in August. She is now the 
collared female and is also missing her tail tuft. Nyota is born in May 2004, possibly to the same 
mother as Melody, but not in the same litter. Together they have four offspring, two males and two 
females, all about a year and a half old. 

 
MH14 is the oldest female in our study area. Note much worn teeth. 

MUKOMA GYPSIES 

Six females branched off from the Mukoma Hill Pride creating the Mukoma Gypsies in 2006. They 
settled along the Seronera River. MH14, if she’s still alive, is the oldest lion in our study area. She was 
born in mid 1994. This was the year of the devastating Canine Distemper Virus outbreak where about 
one thousand lions died in Serengeti. Despite being over seventeen years old she still looked strong 
when she was last seen in November 2011. But her teeth were showing her true age, being much 
worn. She was a bit of a joker, spending her time with both the Mukoma Gypsies and the Mukoma 
Mischiefs, and coming as going as she pleased. The Mukoma Gypsies pride haven’t been that 
coherent lately since their cubs grew up and wondered off on their own. So even if we haven’t seen 
MH14 for a few month we still hope she’s alive somewhere out there. 

Apart from MH14, Rhapsody is now the oldest female in this pride. She’s turning ten in August and 
can be recognized by having a stiff walk. Snork is one of the easiest lions to identify in Serengeti since 
she’s got a deep cut in her nose. Snork is just over nine years old, the same age as Moomin, Little My 
and Moomin Troll, the two latter being the daughters of MH14. Little My is the collared lion and 
Moomin Troll can be recognized by being slightly darker than the rest. There is now another adult 
female in the pride, Octavia, who was born by Snork in September 2008. 
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Born in early to mid 2010 to the females above is a group of youngsters that just have been starting 
to manage on their own. They can still be seen with their mothers though and the females might 
come back to stay with the pride permanently. 

Just recently, we’ve seen six new cubs, only born in January to Snork and Little My. Possibly the other 
females will give birth soon to as they are living a hidden and secretive life right now. Maybe they 
have even already given birth. 

 

Snork is unmistakable with her big cut in the nose. 

MUKOMA MISCHIEF 

This pride also branched off the Mukoma Hill pride, not long after the Mukoma Gypsies did. And in 
2010, they split again and created a new pride called Tower Hill, since they hang around Nyaraswiga 
Hill with the telephone tower on it. Mukoma Mischiefs are now the pride that is staying around the 
Mukoma Hill which gave name to the original pride in this complex. After the split, Mukoma 
Mischiefs now only have two adult females. 

Molly is the collared female in this pride. She is almost 13 years old and gave us a fright recently. She 
and her two cubs made the long journey into the Ngorongoro Conservation Area following the 
wildebeest. They walked further into this Maasai land than we’ve seen any other lions do and stayed 
there for over a month, more than 70 kilometers from home. They must have known they were in 
danger because every time I went there to check on them the mother was hiding in the densest 
bushes and the cubs couldn’t be seen at all. 

The other female in this pride is called Meg and is probably the daughter of MH14. She is about the 
same age as Molly and can be recognized by a dark spot in the inner corner of her right eye. She has 
a male and a female cub that are turning one in the beginning of April. Once the other lions in this 
pride came back from the Ngorongoro Conservation Area they teamed up and are now seen together 
again. The father for both these females is a male from a neighboring pride. He is called Waddle and 
is almost seven years old. He hasn’t formed a coalition with any other male. 
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